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Early European Perceptions of American Climate

As I mentioned earlier, I am hoping to do a book of essays about 
weather and climate lore. Helping me at it, ray research assistant, Julith 
Jedamus, has dug up some fascinating information, including this bit of 
material.

Most of the Europeans who explored the eastern shores of North 
America in the 16th Century were summer visitors who never experienced a 
chilling northwester or a violent northeaster. Thus, misconceptions about 
the mildness of American climate prevailed. As French explorer Samuel de 
Champlain (1567-1635) wrote of his explorations of Quebec and New England 
in the early 17th Century:

"It was difficult to know this country without having 
wintered there; for on arriving in summer everything is 
very pleasant on account of the woods, the beautiful 
landscapes, and the fine fishing for the many kinds of 
fish we found there. There are six months of winter in 
that country."

When Champlain and his companions quizzed the Indians about the 
severity of the winters on Cape Cod during an expedition in 1605, they 
concluded that "this region is of moderate temperature and the winter is 
not severe." His views were later modified:

"I believe that this region is as disagreeable in winter 
as that of our settlement, in which regard we were greatly 
deceived."
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Deceived? Perhaps, but one must remember that "disagreeable" is a 
value judgment in the mind of the beholder. The Inuit (Eskimos) find the 
long, dark winter far from disagreeable, a mosquito-free season in which 
travel is easier, trapping excellent, and many of the pleasures of life 
heightened. Yet even with my love of Alaska, I find the winter trying!

Europeans continued to nurture myths about the benign American 
climate. A pamphlet issued in 1622 to describe Maine reads like a travel 
brochure:

"But this country, by what general and particular 
situation, is so temperate, as it seeraeth to hold the 
golden mean, and indeed is ... so delicate, so healthful, 
both by reason and experience ..."

These misconceptions were soon set straight. People like John 
Winthrop, first governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, recorded weather 
events that included winters often far more severe than anything they had 
endured in their native countries. But, happily for us today, the hardy 
settlers stuck it out. Our nation was born, and indeed it has prospered, 
harsh winters and all!


